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 THE OMISSION OR ADDITION OF AN INDEPENDENT VARIATE IN
 MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION

 By W. G. COCHRAN

 ? 1. Introduction

 IF y is the dependent variate and x1, x2, . . xr are the independent
 variates, the equations to determine the linear regression coefficients
 bl, b2, . .. b,. of y on xl, X2, . .. xr are

 blS(x12) + b2S(x1X2) + + b,S(x,x7) S(x,yfl

 blS(xrxl) + b2S(x7x2) + + b,S(Xr2) S(x r) (

 In solving these equations, Fisher (1) has suggested that a set of
 auxiliary quantities Cpq(p, q 1, 2, . . . r) shou'.d first be obtained.
 The quantities cp1, cP2, . . . cp,are the solu. rns of the above
 equations with the right-hand side of the pth equation replaced by I,
 and the right-hand sides of the other equations by o. The regression
 coefficients are obtained from the c's by means of the relatioiis

 bi = cjqS(xqy) i 1, 2. . (2)
 q =- 1

 To students carrying out a regression analysis for the first time,
 this procedure has sometimes seemed, as indeed it is, a somewhat
 roundabout method of determining the regression coefficients. The
 values of the b's alone, however, provide a verv incomplete picture
 of the relationship between y anld x1, . . . sr; they do not show
 which of the independent variates are significantly related to the
 dependent variate, nor can limits be assigned from them within
 which the true values of the regression coefficients are likely to lie.
 When these points are realized, the convenience of Fisher's imethod
 iiay be, appreciated, for the estimated standard error of b, has been
 shown to be sx/cii (where s is the estimated standard error of a single
 observation), and is readily obtainiable if the c's have beell fouind.

 Other properties of the c's which may sometimes be useful have

 been poinited out by Fisher. (1) The inean covariance of b, and b2
 is s2c12. Thus the standard error of the sum or difference of two
 regression coefficients may be obtained. This will be required if,
 for instance, independent variates such as maximum anld minnimuni
 temperature are being replaced by mean temperature anid range of
 temperature after the regressioni equations have been solved. (2) If
 the regressionis of a iiniiber of dependent variates on the samie set of
 independenit variates are being examined, the c's remaiii the samne
 throughout an(d serve for the determiiination of all regression
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 172 COCHRAN-The Omission or Addition of an [No. 2,

 coefficients. (3) It frequently happens that no apparent relation

 is found between the dependent variate and one or more of the

 independent variates. When this is the case, it is sometimes

 desirable to omit such variates from the regression equations.

 Knowing the c's, this may be done without the labour of re-solving

 the regression equations with the superfluous variates omitted.

 Fisher (1) has given formula for the adjustments required in the

 regression coefficients, and the corresponding adjustments in the c's

 are easily found. In this note the process will be reversed to show
 how to add a new independent variate to the equations without
 re-solving them.

 ? 2. The Omission of an Independent Variate

 The new regression coefficients, with the variate xr omitted from
 the regression, will be denoted by b'l, b'2, . . .b?1.

 The (r - 1) equations satisfied by these are

 b'1S(x12) + b'2S(X1X2) + . . + b'r-lS(XlXr-1) S(x1y)
 (3)

 b' S(xrlxl) + b'2S(Xr-lX2) + * * + b'r-lS(Xr l2) S(Xr _y)
 By subtracting the corresponding equation of set (1) from each of the
 above equations, the following equations are obtained:

 8bIS(x12) + Ab2S(xlx2) + . + 8br1S(XiXr_1) -brS(XIXr) I

 ab,S(xr1lxl) + 8b2S(Xr_1X2) + * * { (4)
 + 8br1 S(Xr_12) - brS(xr-lxr) 0

 where 8b -l - b1 is the adjustment in b, produced by the
 elimination of xr. From these equations we may determine the

 ratios 8bllbr, 8b2/br . . . The equations are, however, the same as the
 first (r - 1) equations satisfied by Clr, C2r, . . Cr?, with 8b, in
 place of clr, etc. and br in place of Crr.

 Hence 8b,/(- br) = CIr/Crrr (5)

 that is 8b - b'l b, - (cir/crr)br * * (6)
 as given by Fisher (1).

 A similar treatment of the equations for the c"s and c's gives the
 results

 -CJJ C'11 - C -- (Clr2/Crr) (7)
 8C12 C 12 - C12 - ClrC2rlcrr * * * (8)

 Equations (6), (7) and (8) provide all the necessary adjustments to
 form the new b's and c's. If only the b"s and their standard errors
 are required, the non-diagonal c"s need not be found. The elimina-
 tion of two variates is best carried out in two stages.

 Where only a single independent variate is eliminated, this method
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 1938] Independent Variate in Multiple Linear Regression 173

 is quicker than re-solving the regression equations, except when
 there are only two independent variates in the first instance. If two
 variates are being eliminated, the method is quicker if the original
 number of variates is six or more, and probably also with five variates.

 ? 3. The Addition of an Independent Variate

 If x,, is the new variate, the first step is to calculate
 S(X1 X), . . . S(X,2) and S(xny). Let dashes again denote the
 new coefficients. Regarding the original equations as obtained by

 eliminating x,, from the new equations, the adjustment equations
 (6), (7) and (8) become respectively

 b= bl - b= + (c'ln/c'qnn)b' (9)
 =Cl= C'11 - Clil + C'182/CInn *(10)
 ac12 C 12 C12 + (C'1n C'2 )/C'nn, etc.(11)

 These equations may be used to adjust all thb existing coefficients;
 it is, however, first necessary to know the values uf ..* c'nn and b n-

 By writing down the equations satisfied by cll, c12, . . . clr and
 subtracting from each the corresponding equation satisfied by

 c 11) c 12 . . . c J.,we obtain the equations

 8c11S(x12) + 8Cl2S(XlX2) + '
 + 8ClpS(XlXr) -C InS(X1 Xn)

 * (12)

 8c11S(xrX1) + 8Cl2S(XrX2) + ? * 2 (
 + aClr S(X,2) =-C ln S(XrXtl)-

 These equations are, however, the same as the original equations.
 for bl, . . br with- C'InS(XqX7,) in place of S(xqy) on the right-
 hand side. Hence

 r

 acip c CnE CpqS(XqX) p 1, 2, . . (13)
 q=1

 Hence by equations (11)
 r

 C pn/ -En cpqS(xqx). (14)
 q=1

 The last of the equations satisfied by c',m is

 cIlnS(xlLXl) + . . . + C?rnS(xnxr) + c'nnS(X,2) 1 * * (15)

 By substituting from (14) for c'ln . . . in terms of c'mi,2, we get
 r

 c nn[S(xn2) - cpqS(xpx.)S(xx_) - 1 (16)
 p,q=l

 Equations (14) and (16) give c',, . . . c',,,. We may then
 find b', from the usual relations between the b"s and the c"s, aiid
 hence adjust all the other b's and c's.

 This process is in all cases more expeditious tha;i re-solving tlle
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 174 COCHRAN-The Omission or Addition of an [No. 2,

 equations. The arrangement of the computations is best illustrated
 by a numerical example.

 ? 4. Example of the Addition of an Independent Variate

 In a study of the effects of weather factors on the numbers of
 noctuid moths per night caught in a light trap, regrgssions were

 worked out on the minimum night temperature, the maximum tem-
 perature of the previous day, the average speed of the wind during the
 night and the amount of rain during the night. The dependent
 variable was log (number of moths + i). This was found to be

 roughly normally distributed, whereas the numbers themselves had
 an extremely skew distribution. Further, a change in one of the

 weather factors was likely to produce the same percentage change at
 different times in the numbers of moths rather than the same actual
 change. Three years' data were included. These were grouped in
 blocks of nine consecutive days, so as to eliminate as far as possible

 the effects of the lunar cycle. After the removal of differences
 between blocks, 72 degrees of freedom remained for the regressions.

 The regression coefficients and their standard errors in con-
 venient working units are as follows:

 Min. Temp. Max. Temp. Wind Rain

 0*1981407 0-0385284 -0-5086492 +0-0318482
 ?0-0650 ?0-0588 ?041515 ?00499

 The analysis of variance is shown below:

 TABLE I

 D.F. |Sums of Squares| Mean Squares

 Regression ... 4 | 08274 0*2668
 Deviations ... ... 68 2-7245 0 04007

 Total ... ... 72 3-5519 0 04933

 It was subsequently decided to investigate the effect of cloudiness,
 measured on a conventional scale as the percentage of starlight
 obscured by clouds in a night sky camera.

 The calculations are shown in Table II. The original c's are
 first written down, and the corresponding sums of products of each
 variate with the new variate are placed in the right-hand column.
 The sum of products of each column with the right-hand column is
 placed at the foot of the column, with the signs reversed. By equations
 (14), these values are c151/c55' .

 The sum of the products of these numbers with the corresponding
 numbers in the right-hand column is then calculated. The sum of
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 176 Omission or Addition of an Independent Variate [No. 2,

 squares of the new variate (7.87) is added on the calculating machine.
 By equation (16) the reciprocal of the total is c55' (0211O3314).

 The regression coefficient b5' may now be found. Since

 b5' = c151S(x,y) + ?+ c55S(x5y) . . (17)
 b5'= {(c151/c551)S(x1y) + * * + (C45'/C55')S(X4y) + S(X5y)} X c55' (18)

 _{0-36919824 X 2-0744+... - 1-933} x (0.21013314)
 - -*2271496

 which is obtained on the machine without any intermediate writing
 down.

 At this stage the significance of the coefficient b5' may be tested;
 if the new variate has no apparent effect, it may not be worth while

 to complete the calculations. The reduction in the sum of squares
 due to cloud is b5'2/c55' 0-2455. From Table I the residual mean
 square (67 degrees of freedom) is found to be o0o370o, so that b5' is
 definitely signlificant.

 The calculations are completed by means of the adjustment
 equations (9), (10) and (11). In particular

 bif 0-1981407 + (0.36919824) x (- 0.2271496) = 0.1142775.
 c15= (0.36919824) x (0.21013314) _ 0-07758079.
 cll'f- 010542356 + (0.36919824) x (0.07758079) = 0 13406625.

 12 - 004194620 + (0.36919824) x (- 0-02813112)-
 - 0-05233216

 In the last two cases the combined use of the ratios c15'/C55' . . .

 and the values cl5' . . . gives the adjustment terms in a single
 multiplication.

 As a final check on the calculations, b1', . . . b5' should be
 substituted in the regression equations. The c"s may then be
 checked by verifying that the b"s obtained from the c"s in the usual

 way agree with the values already found. An intermediate check
 on the values c15'/c55' . . . may also be obtained by adding the
 four c's in each row and calculating the sum of the products of the

 totals with the values S(xlx5). . . . This, with its sign reversed, is
 equal to

 0-36919824 - 013387286 - 0-11853374 + 0-24929891.

 The number of decimal places carried in the above calculation is

 excessive, though it facilitates the detection of errors when the final
 substitution in the regression equations is made. Six decimal places
 would have been sufficient in ordinary work.

 Reference

 Fisher, R. A., "Statistical Methods for Research Workers." Oliver and
 Boyd, Edinburgh, 6th Ed., 1936, ?? 29, 29.1.
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